YOUR SAFETY EYES

SR-CITY-BALI-TL

FLEXIBLE BOLLARD FOR CROSSWALKS
YOUR SAFETY EYES
SR-CITY-BALI-TL has been developed thinking about distracted walkers. The light on the top of the bollard is at the angle of view of a pedestrian who is looking at a cellphone. Connected with the pedestrian crossing traffic lights, the LED on top of the bollard changes from red to green – according to the pedestrian crossing traffic lights –, alerting pedestrians if it is safe to cross the street or not.

KEY FEATURES
- Flexible bollard with memory effect and impact resistance
- Ideal for installation in entries of pedestrian crosswalks with traffic lights
- Specially developed to alert distracted walkers
- UV protection for greater durability
- 3M reflective tape with high reflectivity for greater visibility at night
- Possibility to add ribbons with glass reflector elements on bottom
- Over temperature protection
- Smart brightness management
- Easy installation and replacement

FEATURES
Main Body/Base Material: PU and Aluminum
LED’s Type: Ring: 5mm | Top: Power LEDs
LED’s Color: Red and Green
Main Body/Base Colors: Anthracite Grey (RAL 7016)
Reflective Tape: 3M Reflective Tape
Reflective Tape Colors: White | Other colors available by request
Glass Reflector Ribbons Colors: Black with white crystals

ELECTRICAL FEATURES
Power Supply: 24V DC
Current Consumption:
Top LEDs: Red: 139 mA; Green: 200 mA
Ring LEDs: Red: 200 mA; Green: 200 mA
Working Temperature: -25 ºC to +85 ºC